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Introduction 

There have been five Information Revolutions in the history of mankind We are 

about to witness the sixth 

The first and second were the development of speech and the development of 

writing respectively 

The third was the invention of movable-type printing, by Gutenberg 

The fourth was the use of electrical signals to convey information This was begun 

by Samuel Morse in 1832, and burgeoned with the spread of railroads 

The fifth was the introduction of the modern computer 

The sixth, I venture to suggest, will be based on the Internet Taking specifically a 
librarian's perspective, consider the fact that even today the Internet makes it 

possible to publish a book instantly, to a global market, at virtually no cost 

If the Internet remained in its present form I would not suggest it as heralding a 

new information revolution. 

But it will not remain in its present form In its present form, Internet has at least 

three drawbacks: 
(a) it is not secure; 

(b) it is slow; 

(c) its commercial content is patchy 

In the near future, certainly during the next five years, the first two problems will 

disappear and as a consequence the third will also disappear 

Security is a purely technical problem It is in the process of being solved 

Sensitive transactions will very soon be possible on the Internet with a level of 

security which is roughly equivalent to real-world transaction security 

Speed will be the decisive feature of the Internet's next phase. You have all had 

the experience of waiting, not very patiently, for a large file to download from an 
Internet site Likewise, following a series of links, from one Web site to another 

can become frustratingly slow, especially at times of high-traffic, and for sites with 

elaborate graphics 
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All this will change as optical fibre cable replaces copper-wire and as a digital 

network supplements the analogue network presently used for the installed 

telephone system 

Both of these technical matters bear on the question of bandwidth Bandwidth 

determines the amount of information which can be transported in a given time 

Through the use of optical fibre cable in a digital network, bandwidth will be 
increased to the point that a full length video feature film will be capable of being 

delivered in 1/lOOth of a second 

What this will mean in practical terms is that following links from one Web site to 
another, or downloading, will be effectively instantaneous 

These changes will have a profound impact on the way libraries operate and on the 

way lawyers use libraries Libraries are in the business of making information 

available Lawyers are in the business of finding and deploying legal information 
relevant to the circumstances of the case. 

Libraries generally, and law libraries in particular, exist because no one could 

expect to own all the books to which they might want access. The Intemet 
potentially offers an extraordinarily efficient delivery mechanism for law libraries 

They can deliver by Internet any material which exists in electronic form 

Electronic libraries 

Thus we have, at least potentially, the electronic library. Law libraries have a 

special advantage because an increasing amount of their traditional product is 

being published in electronic as well as paper form. The amount of case law and 
legislation available in electronic form is growing fast 

Developments in scanning technology make it likely that increasing quantities of 

material will be available in electronic form Once an electronic version of a work 

is made available somewhere on the Net, it is available everywhere Once speed 
problems are overcome it should be possible for individual libraries to provide 

links to bodies of material on other sites in a way which is transparent to the user 

More likely, they will download the imaged documents, and hold them locally 

Adding value 

Increasing availability of material regardless of geography will increase emphasis 

on the ways libraries can add value to their product 

One way is by creating an electronic index to all materials libraries make available, 

whether electronic or not Other ways may include searching and retrieving 

works, and performing other research services for library users No doubt 
librarians will devise other ways of adding value, but one thing is tolerably sure: 

merely being a physical repository of printed texts will no longer be a sufficient 
justification for a library's existence 
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Legal issues on the Net 

The potential for legal liability on the Internet is enormous To what extent the 

potential crystallises into reality depends on how the Net develops over the next 
few yeaxs 

Let me identify a few areas where the scope for liability is least fanciful: 
(a) defamation; 

(b) breach of copyright; 
(c) domain names; 

(d) misleading and deceptive conduct 

Ancillary issues 

In any litigation which involves any of those areas of substantive law, there will be 

ancillary legal difficulties, in particular: 
(a) evidence; 

(b) jurisdiction; 
(c) choice of forum and choice of law 

Although these issues are ancillary to the question of legal liability, they are 
capable of determining the outcome in a practical way: if it is all too hard, the 

stakes have to be very high to justify litigation This may operate especially 

harshly when the litigants are unequally matched This phenomenon is already 
familiar in orthodox computer litigation, and to some extent in general commercial 

litigation 

The Internet has created new paradigms for the way commerce obtains 
information, and so consequently new problems for a legal system which grew out 

of older paradigms. 

Where does an Internet transaction occur? If the claims of an Internet trader are 
false, do we apply the law of place: 

(a) where the trader carries on business; 
(b) where the trader's server is located; 

(c) where the misled customer is? 

How do you prove the content of a misleading page on the Web, if it has changed 

by the time its falsity is discovered? In all probability it never was fixed in 

documentary form and there is no central broadcaster to keep a log of all material 
put to air 

Where to sue? If a citizen of Pakistan surfs to your site and suffers loss because of 

your carelessness or breach of contract or misleading conduct, will they sue here or 
in Pakistan? 

It is probably a safe bet that most people who use the Web for recreation or 

commerce are unaware that they are at the fringes of extremely different areas of 
international law 
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Defamation 

Defamation is a hot topic on the Net because of at least two factors: 
(a) the relaxed and informal origins of the Net have encouraged a relaxed 

and informal mode of discourse which increases the likelihood of 
defamatory comment; 

(b) the Courts have aheady dealt with a case of defamation on the Net 

Reality may only be a special case, but it is an important one 

What makes the Internet significant in the field of defamation is that the 

defamatory words spread further and faster than has ever before been possible 
Wireless communication makes it possible to spread defamatory comments 

instantaneously, but the geographic reaches are restricted to the broadcast area 

The telephone allows a defamation to be sent anywhere in the world instantly, but 
generally to a very limited audience (talkback radio is a limited exception) The 

print media enable defamatory material to be spread very widely, but slowly 

Internet has changed all that Your mischievous remark can now be read by 
millions of people, all over the globe, doing damage on a corresponding scale. 

It might once have been thought that the Internet was a bit of a club, and that a 

defamation action was not the done thing between members. Not so Rinas v 

Hardwick' dispelled that myth 

Here arises an interesting problem It is well known that the principles which 

guide defamation law in the United States are different from those which guide it 
in Australia and the UK Other jurisdictions show yet different approaches The 

civil law jurisdictions adopt a different model from those in the common law 

jurisdictions To take an example, the law relating to defamation in the United 

States is significantly affected by the provisions of the First Amendment, which 
guarantees a right of free speech It is the first amendment which justifies the 

bizarre excesses of Channel 23 in New York: excesses which would 

unquestionably amount to defamation in Australia. 

Suppose then that an American puts on his or her Web page the contents of a 

Channel 23 program which is critical of a visiting Australian politician As 

broadcast in New York, it is justifiable By virtue of being put on the Web it is 

readily accessible in Australia Here it is defamatory Has it been published in 
Australia? If so, by whom? If it is published in Australia, does the rule in 

Phillips v Eyre' (which determines whether a cause of action is justiciable in 
another jurisdiction) prevent it from providing the foundation of an action in 

Australia for defamation? 

1 Rindos v Hardwick Supreme Court of We1tern Au'itJGlia 3! March 1993, per lpp 1 

2 Phillips v Eyre (1870) LR 6 QB 1, and 1ee Breavington v Godleman 80ALR 362, 169 CLR 41 
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These questions are difficult to answer because the Internet has caused a paradigm 

shift which the law has not anticipated 

The only safe course is to assume that if you defame someone on the Internet, you 
can expect trouble, after all litigation is trouble even if you are wholly successful 

Of course, this is only the first layer of the problem I have confined my remarks to 

the position of the author of defamatory matter What of the service provider who 
publishes it? Here too, the paradigm shift sends us in search of the right metaphor 

for legal liability Is the service provider to he treated like the publisher of a 

newspaper, or like the newsagent who sells the paper, or like the distributor who 

carries the paper to the newsagent? The service provider's role may have elements 
of each 

Let me put a hypothetical example An American citizen creates a document 

called All the Dirt on Australian Politicians Its contents are true to its title. His 

own Web page is innocuously titled His service provider does not read the 
contents of the Homepage, but simply allows him to use the server for the 

purposes of his Homepage 

An Australian surfs to the site, and is enthralled to read what his political readers 
have been caught at, he hasn't seen any of that in The Australian! He includes on 

his own home page a link to that site He renames his own homepage Political 

Dirt File .. Apart from the link nothing in his homepage is defamatory 

A large number of Australian politicians are embarrassed by the material which 
has quickly become the Cool Site of the week on a growing number of Australian 

Homepages. 

The problem does not readily yield to legal analysis In Rinos' case3
, the 

defamation was written locally, posted locally and seen locally as well as 

elsewhere. It provides limited guidance to more complex possibilities 

On one view providing the link is equivalent to publishing the libel locally Yet if I 

say to a person Ring this telephone number and you will learn some internting 

and discreditable things about your political foes, there can be no suggestion that I 

have thereby defamed anyone. Which is the right metaphor? 

The problem might be solved by reference to the balance between freedom of 

speech and the protection of personal reputations But even that solution depends 
on choosing between competing models of free speech There is no escaping the 

international flavour of the Internet Moreover, there is no reason to suppose that 

our own legal and moral models will be universally adopted 

One thing is sure: if you injure the rich, powerful or sensitive beware See the 
Mclibel site' for a useful object lesson 

l ibid 1 

4 http 1/anthfint san. edu ac uklmclibelltopepage html 
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Breach of Copyright 

Copyright law is governed nationally. However, there are two international 
copyright conventions. Most countries in the world are signatories to one or both 

of them. Thus, more than in most other areas of law, there is a degree of 

uniformity in copyright law in most countries of the world What is a breach of 
copyright in one place is very likely a breach of copyright in most other places 

There are, of course, limited exceptions to this, but it is unwise to depend on those 

exceptions 

It is a fundamental principle of copyright law that the copyright owner has the 
exclusive right to do the various things comprised in the copyright Those things 

include reproducing the work in a material form, performing the work in public 

and authorising any of the acts comprised in the copyright 

Where the subject matter of copyright is software, there seems to be an assumption 
that if something can be copied easily then it is alright to do so Why else would 

software manufacturers make it difficult to decompile their works? This is 

sometimes expressed differently If the code is in the public domain then it may 

lawfully be copied These are myths 

It is a breach of copyright to reproduce a work without the authority of the 

copyright owner Computer programs, image files and data files are all copyright 

works Downloading them involves reproduction in material form It is an 
infringement of copyright unless done with the authority of the copyright owner 

The world of the Internet is awash with copyright I)Iaterial 

There are two principal copyright issues which will arise in an acute form on the 

Internet: 
(a) whether the author of copyright material on the Net has, by 

implication, licensed the reproduction ofthe work; 
(b) whether a service provider who makes an author's work available on 

the Net thereby authorises reproduction of it 

Implied licence 

Increasingly, authors are careful to place copyright notices on works placed on the 
Net, identifying precisely what use of the work is authorised. It is important that 

they do so The Courts are slow to imply a licence to reproduce copyright works 

(see !pee v Tlme Life') Whether they will or not depends on an indefinite range of 
factual circumstances. It remains to be seen how well the Courts will understand 

the realities of the Net when assessing the circumstances relevant to an implied 

licence. This question is bound to emerge as a serious issue before long, given the 

amount of substantial software and other material available for downloading on the 
Net and which, increasingly, is then distributed in a commercial or quasr

commercial context 

5 (1977) 138 CLR, ( 1977) 15 ALR 35! 
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Authorising infringement 

It is a breach of copyright to authorise another person to breach copyright This is 

a problem for service providers who make it easy for users to download copyright 
works. If the copyright owner has not licensed the copying of their work, then it is 

an infringement to copy it If the service provider is held to have authorised the 

copying, then the service provider has also infringed copyright Generally 

speaking a service provider will be a more attractive target in litigation than the 
anonymous individuals who download the copyright material 

The problem mi!Iors one which sent shockwaves through schools and universities 

some years ago. In Moorhouse v University of New South Wales 6
, the High Court 

of Australia held that the University had infringed copyright by authorising 

students to make copies of copyright works The acts of authorisation amounted 

only to this: that the University made available in the library a photocopier which 

students were able to use for the purposes of making copies of portions of books 
The University was aware that students frequently made copies which were more 

substantial than qualified for fair use 

Since Moorhouse's' case, educational institutions have taken various steps to deter 

students from making infringing copies, whilst permitting them to make non
infringing copies 

Does a service provider authorise copying? The answer will vary according to 
circumstances, but in many cases the answer will be Yes There is substantial 

scope for service providers to be held liable for authorising infringement of 

copyright They should make sure that they have permission to place on the Net 

the material which they do place there More particularly they should make sure 
that they have the author's permission to authorise the reproduction of the work 

Domain names 

Domain names are distinctive and useful. They are therefore potentially valuable 
They are allocated by InterNIC6

, principally on the first come first served basis It 

is natural that organisations want domain names which are descriptive of the 

organisation or its site It is likely that Qantas airlines would be upset if Ansett 

obtained the domain name qantas com au Equally they might be upset if the 
name were taken by the Fred Smith Travel Agency 

It will come as no surprise that such things have already happened on the Net 

Adam Curry was for a long time the presenter of the MTV program As an adjunct 
to the program, he developed a Website called mtv .. com When he and his employer 

parted company Cuny continued to run his Website The ensuing litigation was 

settled9 

6 [1976] RPC 151, (1974) 23 FLR ll2 (1974) lAIR I 

7 1brd 5 

8 http·l!rs intemic net/n-intemic html 

9 See Rosalind Resnik Cybertm The New Em, THE NAT L L J July 18 1994 at AI 
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Slightly more predatory was the behaviour of the editors of the Princeton Review 

It is a company which prepares study materials for college students Its principal 
competitor is the Stanley Kaplan Review. The Princeton Review registered with 

InterNIC the names princeton com and review com They also registered 

kaplan com' Now, Kaplan did not have a presence on the Web but he soon learned 
what Princeton had done. The litigation which followed resulted in Princeton 

being ordered to surrender rights to the domain name kaplan wm. 

There were other features of Princeton's behaviour which call for comment and 

(depending on your disposition) censure or applause First, they used the 
kaplan wm site to disparage the Stanley Kaplan Review, so adding insult to injury 

Second, they offered at the outset to surrender the name in exchange for a case of 

beer, an offer which Kapian refused Third, having been ordered to surrender the 

name, they sought to register the name kraplan com Wait for the next round of 

litigation 

The legal issues are not novel Similar problems have been met and dealt with in 

relation to telex addresses, at a time when the telex was the last word in modern 
communications. The general form of the legal solution lies in the common law of 

trade marks and passing off .. In Australia this is dealt with under section 52 of the 

bade Practices Ad" Speaking generally, a person will be restrained flom using a 

domain name if that use is likely to deceive people into thinking that the site is 
associated with another person, or if the use of the name is otherwise likely to 

mislead or deceive 

In the US, where telephone numbers can take the form of a mnemonic because the 
dial associates 3 letters of the alphabet with each digit, many businesses choose 

telephone numbers which spell out a word descriptive of the subscriber's business: 

UNITED-99 ot PAN-AM-456 or HOLIDAYS In New Yotk (where else!) a call 

girl service advertises itself as 69-69-SEXY Others ate even more explicit As a 
consequence, the US courts have a deal of experience in resolving disputes arising 

from predatory or misleading choice of telephone mnemonics A similar solution 

is likely to be found for the similar problem of domain names " 

Although the legal test can be formulated easily enough, it may be easier applying 

it when the disputed name is an invented name (Coca Cola, Exxon) ot a distinctive 

personal name (Estee Lauder, Pierre Cardin) than when it is a common word or 

name which has acquired distinctiveness in connection with a particular product 
(McDonalds, Apple, Shell) In such cases, the problem becomes one of 

determining whether the distinctive connection extends to the Internet, and 

whether the disputed prim applicant for the name has some legitimate claim to it 
No doubt difficulties would be encountered if an archery supplier registered 

target. com or an enterprising Scot registered macintosh wm 

10 Section 52 provides A corporation shall irot, in trade or commerce in connection with the mpply 
01 possible mpply of goods or services engage in conduct which i~ misleading or or deceptive 01 

likely to mislead 01 deceive The Trade Practices Act is directed at the behaviour of corporations 
in trade or commerce because of the constitutional limits of the power of the Commonwealth 
government In several ~tates of Australia there is legislation which makes ~imilar provision 
directed at the behaviour of individuals 

Il See the very entertaining and informative article by Dan L Burk 'Trademarks Along the lnfobahn 
A Frrst Look at the Emerging Law of Cybermark5 I U RICH IL & TECH I (AprilflO I995) 
[http !lwww.urich edu/·-jolt!vli!lburk html] 
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Misleading and deceptive conduct 

The pwblems arising out of the use of domain names dovetail naturally with a 
discussion of misleading and deceptive conduct If fhe Net continues to develop in 

the way which presently seems likely, it will become a powerful force in 

commerce It is a safe bet that where there is money to be made there are 
opportunities for the unscrupulous For every credibility gap fhere is a gullibility 

fill. 

The misleading use of domain names is likely to fall into one of the following 
categories: 

(a) falsely suggesting a connection between the site and a known real

world business (kaplan .. com; mtv com; mallesons com); 

(b) falsely suggesting a connection between the site and particular goods 

or services (apple . .repairs .. com; sixty. minutes com); 
(c) falsely suggesting particular qualities or attributes (free . .software com; 

real. time .. news com); 

(d) exploiting predictable mistakes of reading or typing (micwfost com; 
AZN bank com; symantac.com) 

These are likely to find a legal solution which meets the merits of the case 

More difficult problems will arise out of misleading or deceptive material 

contained on Websites First, how do you prove the content of the site, which may 
have changed by the time fhe falsity is discovered? Second, can fhe server be sued 

for allowing misleading material to be put on tbe Net? Third, can a person be 

liable for giving a link to the site knowing it to contain false or misleading 
information? 

Clearly fhe answer will vary in different jurisdictions. In Australia, the provisions 
of section 52 of fhe Trade Practices Act will govern fhe result It is worth bearing 

in mind that it is not necessary that a person intend to mislead It is enough that 

fhe conduct be in fact misleading or deceptive and causes damage 

A larger question is how and where to sue, if the person who maintains the site is 

in another country International litigation is not for the faint-of-heart or light-of

wallet It is not clear where the relevant behaviour occurs, if fhe site is maintained 

in one country, placed on the Net by a server in another conntry and accessed by a 
user in a third country via computers in any number of other countries 

Conclusion 

It is difficult to predict the consequences for society in general, and libraries in 
particular, of fhe explosive growth of the Internet It is safe to say that it will 

change forever the way we see, understand and manage information 
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